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DEFINING PRIORITIES, SETTING
GOALS, ACHIEVING RESULTS
We have had a year marked by tremendous success
for Mississippi State University’s research enterprise and
economic development initiatives. The dedication of
our faculty, staff and students is remarkable, and I firmly
believe that their commitment is the secret to our success.
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MAROON RESEARCH:

In this year’s edition of Research Windows magazine, we
share a few of these success stories with you. I know that
you will be as impressed as I am by their accomplishments
and by how hard they are working for our state.
After a comprehensive and inclusive process, our
university announced the details of a new strategic plan in
2012. Mississippi’s State’s research focus areas are a critical
part of “State of Excellence: 2012-2017.” A multi-step
process helped us define and refine these priorities over a
period of several months. I was very pleased by the broad
input from faculty and staff we received online through
a special feedback website, as well as in conversations,
meetings and other forums.
Greg Bohach, vice president for agriculture, forestry
and veterinary medicine, Jerry Gilbert, provost and
executive vice president, and I believe that these priorities
will allow Mississippi

State to strategically allocate

resources, strengthen our competitiveness nationally
and internationally, and support faculty in their individual
and collective research efforts. As we have stated
elsewhere, these priorities will not be to the exclusion of
other important academic, research and service areas
on our campus. They will be used as a factor for making
decisions about future investments.
The priorities fall into five broader categories:
Environment and Energy, Health and Education,
Knowledge

Management

Systems,

International

Development, and Mobility Systems and Materials.
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• Energy and Sustainability: This
• Energy and Sustainability

• Data to Decisions

research focus area is interdisciplinary

• Water

• Homeland Security

by nature and includes development

• Food and Fiber Production

• Public Policy

of new energy sources, alternate forms

• International

of energy, feedstock development,

and Safety

Development

advances in clean energy, innovation

and Environmental

• Mobility Systems

in energy acquisition (e.g., new fossil

Sustainability

• Material Sciences and

fuel extraction techniques), green

• Natural Resources

• Health and Education

Engineering

Disparity

technologies, and the development
of environmentally and economically
sustainable

These research focus areas build upon the strengths of all of our

energy

sources,

both

regionally and nationally.

colleges and research centers and institutes. They are broadly defined

• Water: Mississippi has vast water

by design, and each one should be viewed across disciplines, with

resources that are fundamental to

both basic and applied research. We anticipate an interdisciplinary

the state’s economic development,

approach to these research areas that could, for example, include

agricultural

teams of faculty from science, engineering, and the humanities

citizen’s wellbeing. At the same time,

working together. They are intended to include research in its broad

Mississippi is facing unprecedented

definition, to include all forms of scholarship and creative endeavors. I

challenges

believe that these priorities will assist our research enterprise to continue

tables, surface water quality, and

to see success as we navigate a funding environment that brings new

flooding.

challenges every day.

productivity,

from

declining

and

water

• Food and Fiber Production and

As we look back on another successful year and anticipate the

Safety: As a land-grant institution with

opportunities of the new year before us, I think you will agree that

a major agricultural mission set forth

it is a very exciting time to be a part of our state’s leading research

in the Morrill Acts of 1862, Mississippi

university. I am pleased that we can give you a glimpse of that energy

State University research in the area of

in Research Windows.

food and fiber production and safety
is fundamental to our obligation to the

DAVID SHAW

citizens of Mississippi and the nation.
Similarly, food and fiber production
has a direct impact on economic
development

activities

within

the

state, which leads to better quality
Vice President for Research and Economic Development
dshaw@research.msstate.edu

of life for its citizens. Food and fiber
security has enabled the U.S. to take a
true global leadership role.
• Natural

Resources

and

OUTLINE OF THE FOCUS AREAS
Environmental
Mississippi’s

forested,

Sustainability:

throughout many aspects of the

safety,

grassland,

Federal, State, and local economies

aircraft

and is critical to national security.

and

agricultural, and wetland ecosystems
produce a myriad of environmental
goods

and

unmanned

development

utilization,

transportation

• Homeland Security: Safety and

policy, military transport systems,

security of the nation’s citizenry

automotive, human factors research

has emerged as a national priority.

applied

of stressors. Within the context of

This is most certainly an area that is

ergonomics in transportation systems,

these

challenges,

inclusive of nearly every academic

robotics, and modeling/simulation of

interdisciplinary research focused on

discipline at MSU and can involve

mobile systems. It also encompasses

sustained harvest of renewable natural

interdisciplinary approaches to the

physical transportation of goods and

resources; conservation of ecosystems

vast problem set that is present in this

people, and system optimization

and the myriad services they provide;

focus area.

for

systems

Increasingly,

security,

systems

myriad

natural

services.

and

face

environmental

a

and mitigation and adaptation to
change,

of

• Public Policy: This is a second

improved

systems,

transportation

infrastructure.

area that is cross-cutting across

• Material

and

all other focus areas for research.

Engineering:

support essential ecological functions

It encompasses a purposive and

and

for the residents of Mississippi, the

consistent course of action as a

understanding

region and the nation.

response to a perceived problem of

between the structure of materials

economic

quality

mobility

life,

stimulate

enhance

to

activity

• Health and Education Disparity:

Sciences
MSU

broad-based

a constituency (stakeholder-citizens/

at

Access to high quality health care

voters,

and educational opportunities in

by

a rural state such as Mississippi is

and adopted, implemented, and

fundamental

lacking when compared to more

enforced by a public agency.

characteristics

populous areas. Mississippi State

a

political
specific

atomic

or

and

has

strong

expertise

the

in

relationship

molecular

scales

reps),

created

and their macroscopic properties,

political

process,

nanoscience and nanotechnology,
materials,

and
bio-

Development:

based design, metallurgy, forensic

University is uniquely positioned to

Universities must work like never

engineering and failure analysis,

address these pressing issues, and

before within a global context in a

composite materials, and polymers.

has the opportunity to use the unique

modern society. Research activities

This area has tremendous opportunity

and unfortunate position of Mississippi

in this focus area reflect Mississippi

for

to best address these issues.

State

economic development impacts.

• Data to Decisions: Given the vast
amounts of data available in today’s
world, there is a need to acquire,
organize,

interpret,

and

deliver

• International

properties
of

to

University’s

international

commitment

partnerships

and

impact on a global scale.
• Mobility

Systems:

This

interdisciplinary area includes all

information for decision makers in a

research

timely and secure manner to improve

systems (air, sea, and land based).

involving

transportation

the speed and quality of decisions.

Research topics within this area would

This is a research field pervasive

include

transportation

planning,

industrial

partnering

and

SCIENTISTS SEE
MICROSTRUCTURES
IN A NEW WAY

Written by Leah Barbour | Photography by Megan Bean
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“Understanding
and controlling the
dendritic growth is
critical...”
-Sergio Felicelli
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ven though avid photographers
with cutting-edge cameras
can zoom in to see the sharp
detail of a new Mustang’s engine,
they can’t continue zooming in to
see the microstructure of its metallic
parts. Even the companies that use
metal alloys to create engines, frames
and the other industrial equipment
in modern vehicles don’t have
that capability, only possible with
microscopy observation of very
small samples.
While cameras that take pictures
of large objects with microscale
resolution are not yet developed, a
team of Mississippi State University
researchers is attempting to achieve
a similar goal in the field of
computer simulation: they’re using
supercomputers to simulate the
solidification of large parts while
still capturing the microscopic
transformation of metals from
liquid to solid, so manufacturers
can determine which alloys are most
durable and resilient.

Mississippi State researcher Sergio Felicelli adds to an algorithm that tells
supercomputers how to create images of the microscopic transformation of
metal alloys from liquid to solid.
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“...the key to large-scale simulations is to
develop programs and algorithms that are able
to use all those processors efficiently.”

Sergio Felicelli

The researchers—mechanical engineering
endowed professor and MSU Center for
Advanced Vehicular Systems associate
director Sergio Felicelli, CAVS postdoctoral
associate Bohumir Jelinek and mechanical
engineering doctoral student Mohsen
Eshraghi — have developed an algorithm
to simulate the process of metal alloy
solidification that exploits the massively
parallel capability of current and future
supercomputers where the program
simulation is distributed among thousands
of processors.
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“When you have a liquid metal that is
starting to solidify, it may have one little
point that solidifies first, and then, it begins
to branch — primary branches, secondary
branches and tertiary branches. These little
structures — dendrites — link together,”
Felicelli explained.
The dendritic properties of an alloy
reveal its characteristics, including
shape, size, orientation and composition,
and manufacturers who understand
microstructures’ composition will be able to
create stronger and more reliable parts for

engines, frames and products manufactured
from alloys, Felicelli continued.
“Understanding and controlling the
dendritic growth is critical in order to predict
and achieve the desired microstructure and
hence, improve the properties of metal
parts,” he noted.
Whether the alloys are made by casting,
welding or additive manufacturing (where
metals are deposited in powder form and
melted into layers with lasers), the research
team’s work will apply to most kinds of metallic
manufacturing for industrial processing.
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From left, Mississippi State’s Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems postdoctoral associate Bohumir Jelinek, mechanical
engineering endowed professor and CAVS associate director Sergio Felicelli, and mechanical engineering doctoral student
Mohsen Eshraghi celebrate the potential applications of the algorithm they’ve developed.
Properties of microstructures are so
complex that very little work has been
done in simulating large-scale alloys’
solidification with microscale resolution,
Felicelli said. So many dendrites are created
during the solidification process that only
supercomputers feature the technology
capable of distributing the task among
thousands of processors to complete the
simulation in a timely manner.
“The algorithm we designed is able to
take advantage of the many thousands of
processors in a supercomputer. Current

solidification models can utilize only a
few hundred processors before their
performance starts to degrade, but our
algorithm is able to efficiently distribute
the task among all processors,” Felicelli
emphasized.
The algorithm simulates dendritic
solidification of microstructures with near
perfect scalability, plus it performs the
task in a timely, reliable manner, he said.
As supercomputers continue to evolve,
Felicelli expects that so too will the
simulation of microstructures.

“In a few years, supercomputers will
have millions of processors. They keep
increasing the capability of computers by
adding more processors; hence the key
to large-scale simulations is to develop
programs and algorithms that are able to
use all those processors efficiently. We’ll
be able to do computer simulations of large
parts and zoom in at any point to observe
the resulting microstructure,” he said.
Felicelli, Jelinek and Eshraghi’s research
is sponsored by CAVS and funded by the
National Science Foundation.
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HIGH VOLTAGE LAB
GENERATES
WORLD-CLASS
DISCOVERY

Written by Leah Barbour | Photography by Megan Bean
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MSU’s high
voltage engineers
are earning
international
accolades.
Professor in the MSU Bagley College
of Engineering’s Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering.
“We’re continuously doing research in
high voltage engineering because the
demands for a large amount of electrical
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M

ississippi State University
is the only university in
the nation with a full high
voltage engineering teaching program
featuring staff that’s simultaneously
conducting
independent
research
projects.
The research opportunities offered by
the university’s High Voltage Laboratory
allow professors, as well as doctoral and
other graduate students, to contribute to
the international conversation about the
increasing demand for electrical energy.
“MSU is practically the only
university in the U.S. which has this
size high voltage laboratory, and we’re
teaching high voltage engineering
courses and conducting research with
a 1 megavolt AC transformer system
and a 3 MV impulse generator,” said
Stanislaw Grzybowski, director of the
lab and a Mississippi Power Endowed

The Mississippi State High Voltage Laboratory allows both students and professors
opportunities to complete cutting-edge research in electrical engineering.
energy are resulting in the need for new
strategies.”
Electrical engineering faculty and
students at Mississippi State rely on
the High Voltage Lab to focus on two
major areas of research: lightning
protection of electrical power systems
and electrical degradation—aging—of
power equipment, Grzybowski said.
“We evaluate the lightning protection
systems and perform research on the
transmission and distribution lines, ships,
aerostats, solar plans and other objects.
We also study the electrical properties
of polymer insulation applied to high
voltage power systems through the
accelerating aging method to evaluate the
condition — electrical degradation — of
the insulation to see if the energy system

will be able to use it or not. We improve
the material, as well as the technology of
production,” he said.
Mississippi State high voltage engineers
use the lab’s impulse generator, ACvoltage supply and AC-transformer sets to
conduct cutting-edge experiments. Their
work is earning international accolades.
Mississippi State researchers are
sharing their high voltage work with the
world at many international conferences
organized by Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers and other
institutions, Grzybowski explained. The
university is leading a collaborative
initiative to share knowledge about high
voltage power systems, transmission and
distribution lines, substations and other
electrical equipment.
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Stanislaw Grzybowski is the director of MSU’s High Voltage Laboratory, the
largest facility of its kind in the nation.
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MSU’s High Voltage Laboratory
cooperates with many high voltage
laboratories around the world, including
Chongqing University in China,
University of Sao Paulo in Brazil,
Tsinghua University in China and
various European universities.
Thanks to Grzybowski’s leadership,
MSU and Chongqing University jointly
organized their first international
conference in 2008: the International
Conference on High Voltage Engineering
and Application in Chongqing, China.
The 2008 ICHVE was a big success and
both universities decided to organize
biannual ICHVE meetings. The 2010
ICHVE was in New Orleans, La., and the
recent 2012 ICHVE conference was held
in Shanghai.
The 2012 conference, held in
Shanghai, featured one doctoral student,
Balaji Pushpanathan, as well as three
MSU faculty members: Grzybowski;
Nicolas “Nick” Younan, professor
and head of the electrical engineering
department; and Yong Fu, assistant
professor.
Fu presented his work with fellow
electrical engineering researchers—
master’s graduate Sandeep Yeleti,
assistant professor Sherif Abdelwahed
and Gryzbowksi—focused on developing
an algorithm to lower costs, optimize
controls and manage load changes in
medium voltage direct current (MVDC)
power distribution systems, which
create reliable power supply in power
limited systems. The algorithm could

lifetime and remaining lifetime of the
cable insulation,” Grzybowski said.
In addition to those research projects,
Younan, Grzybowski and Pushpanathan
presented their work with San Diego
Gas & Electric Company at ICHVE
2012. Their research culminated in two
additional research papers on developing
a new technique to use elbow connectors
in connecting power cables.
Mississippi State will continue to coorganize the ICHVE conference, and
Grzybowski said he looks forward to
the 2014 meeting to be held in his native
country, Poland.
Even as members of MSU’s electrical
engineering department investigate
electricity’s scientific qualities and
research the most efficient ways to use

it, the specialized equipment available
at the High Voltage Laboratory offers
professors and students the means to test
their theories.
As the demand of power increases,
so too will the voltage level of the
transmission. The future of high voltage
engineering will focus on the study of
how to apply new insulation materials
and new instrumentation design,
insulation-condition monitoring of power
equipment and more polymer materials
in transmission and distribution systems.
For more information on the MSU
High Voltage Laboratory teaching,
research and service activities, go to
http://www.ece.msstate.edu/hvl.
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allow more reliable operation of MVDC
systems, which enable higher power
density with enhanced power control.
To add to electrical engineers’
knowledge of power cable insulation at
the conference, Grzybowski discussed
his work with Ethylene Propylene
Rubber, a standard insulator for
polymeric cables. The research focused
on insulation degradation of CrossLinked Polyethelene and EPR cables
when lightning and switching impulses
apply. The topic of study is sponsored
by Office of Naval Research through
the Electrical Ship Research and
Development Consortium.
“This study on breakdown phenomena
caused by lightning or switching
impulses allowed us to estimate the

Research work at the High Voltage Laboratory includes generating lightning strikes on small-scale ships.
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Carla Huston, associate professor in MSU’s College of
Veterinary Medicine

INTERNATIONAL
RESEARCH
BOLSTERS
ANIMAL DISEASE
CONTROL

Written by Allison Matthews | Photography by Megan Bean & submitted photos by Carla Huston
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hen the health of large
animals
is
threatened,
the potential for loss
may exceed most people’s wildest
imaginations. Not only could foodsource animals be lost, but large animal
diseases also could have devastating
economic and social impacts.
With these potential effects in mind,
veterinarian Carla Huston wants to do
all she can to protect the agricultural
interests of Mississippi and the United
States as a whole.
The importance of herd health and
preventive medicine is something
Huston, an associate professor in
Mississippi State University’s College
of Veterinary Medicine, understands. A
researcher with the college’s Department

“This was a good
international
research
collaborative
effort. We speak a
common language,
disease control.”

-Carla Huston

of Pathobiology and Population
Medicine, she joined the faculty in 2001
as an assistant professor in epidemiology.
Since then, her expertise has been of
vital importance in her home state and
around the country.

Cattle in Vietnam provided an opportunity to study issues in herd health.
With past trips nationally and abroad
to study and respond to various disease
outbreaks, Huston is comfortable in the
field with livestock or in administrative
positions making strategic decisions,
as she did following Hurricane Katrina

when she served as veterinary services
director for Mississippi as part of animal
response efforts.
Huston has played an important role in
leading CVM’s animal disaster response
committee, formed in 2001 at the request
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Vietnam offered beautiful scenery and a natural environment for Huston to study an endemic cattle disease.
of the state veterinarian. Founded to
respond to animal disease emergencies,
the committee later incorporated other
disaster responses in regards to animals,
including hurricane recovery. Huston has
had several opportunities to respond to
various animal crisis situations.
This year, with support from the
university’s
International
Institute,
Huston had an opportunity to research
foot and mouth disease (FMD)—a
disease so contagious that the U.S.
fiercely defends itself from exposure.
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Huston said while the disease is not
zoonotic, meaning it cannot be transferred
to humans, extensive precautions must be
taken so that FMD is not transferred from
one location to another. She said if the
disease were to affect the U.S., it could
spread rapidly due to wild pigs, deer
and other animals that can be carriers.
Vehicles or shoes that have been in an area
affected by the disease can spread FMD to
a new location.
“It is the most contagious animal
disease known in the world,” Huston said.

In the U.S., researchers have limited
access to study the disease at only one
location—the Foreign Animal Disease
Center in Plum Island, New York. To
study the disease in the field, scientists
must travel to locations which have not
eradicated the problem.
Huston explained that in Vietnam,
FMD is endemic. “It’s always there,” she
said. “Where better to study the disease
than in its natural environment?
“I had been interested in doing research
abroad, and Asian countries present many

days in the country’s veterinary diagnostic
labs, as well as helped with educational
programs on biosecurity, epidemiology
and animal health economics.
“I believe this fit in with the mission
of CVM and the university to foster
international veterinary medicine and
international research,” Huston said.
“It was extremely fortunate we had the
collaborative research connections with
agencies such as USDA Agricultural
Research Service.”
Huston’s expertise includes population
dynamics and how infectious diseases
spread. In addition to livestock, she has
studied these issues in poultry and catfish.
“The same principles apply to animals
in herds as immunity in people,” Huston
said. “When children are first placed in
a group like a new daycare, they may be

Carla Huston with cattle at Mississippi State University

more prone to catching the viruses they’re
exposed to, but over time, you see them
develop more resistance, which is similar
to what I refer to as ‘herd immunity.’”
Huston
said
her
four-month
commitment to research in Vietnam
began and ended at the Plum Island
Animal Disease Center, where she
received extensive training and then
underwent debriefing before returning
home. She also had to go through a period
of quarantine to ensure that no personal
belongings of any kind that she carried
could transmit the disease she studied
back to the U.S.
“From an academic standpoint, I view
this trip as a way to protect Mississippi
and U.S. agriculture. This is about food
security and sustainability,” Huston said.
She said that in addition to protecting
food sources, guarding against FMD and
other large animal diseases protects the
American economy.
“This was a good international
research collaborative effort. We speak
a common language, disease control,”
Huston said. “We all have the common
interest of protecting agriculture.”
Stephen Cottrell, assistant director
for the International Institute, said
MSU’s Division of Agriculture, Forestry
and Veterinary Medicine offers global
outreach focused on food security,
feed-the-future, and other vital issues
in addition to preventing animal
diseases, which can open doors for
the implementation of the university’s
strategic plan, of which globalization is
one of the goals.
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endemic diseases that we don’t see here,”
Huston said. She explained that personal
interests also generated enthusiasm about
the opportunity. Of Asian heritage, she
said she never had the chance to travel to
an Asian country before.
When Huston learned of a USDA grant
for research in Vietnam, which marked the
agency’s largest monetary research grant
to the country, she said the opportunity
was a match with her research objectives.
“It was just a perfect fit, a win-win for
everyone involved,” Huston said.
The collaborative effort between the
USDA and Vietnam had a need for a
researcher with livestock experience
who could go out in the field for several
months–a boots-on-the-ground scientist
who could help evaluate current problems
in cattle and buffalo. She also spent many
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Merrill Warkentin, professor of information systems and
the Richard Puckett Notable Scholar

HUMAN
ASPECTS OF
INFORMATION
SECURITY
REVEALED

Written by Allison Matthews | Photography by Russ Houston & submitted by Merrill Warkentin
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“We want to

understand
various nuances
of how people
apply concepts
about protection
motivation and
how they think
about protecting
themselves
in different
circumstances.”

-Merrill Warkentin

However,
Merrill
Warkentin,
professor of information systems and
the Richard Puckett Notable Scholar in
Mississippi State University’s College
of Business, knows there are multiple
factors in addition to the notorious “bad
guys” which may lead to trouble and
information security breaches.
In fact, his research focuses on many
threats to information and information
systems that come from within an
organization. Warkentin says that
insiders—whether they are employees,
students, contractors, or agents—are
those who have access behind an
organization’s firewall.
“Not only do they have access to
information because of their username
and password,” Warkentin said. “They
also have familiarity as an insider; they
basically know how you could defraud
the company.”
But malicious intent to commit an
information security breach makes up
only a fraction of threats. Warkentin
says that of internal threats to

information security, human and nonhuman vulnerabilities can occur. When
employees or other insiders cause
the threat, their intent can range from
passive, non-volitional noncompliance
(such as forgetful oversights or
accidental data entry) to volitional—but
not malicious—noncompliance (such as
failing to log off or change passwords
regularly) to intentional computer
abuse for the purposes of sabotage,
embezzlement, fraud or other deliberate
policy violations.
Warkentin says two things make
insiders uniquely qualified to take
advantage of a company or organization:
their technical access and their insider
knowledge of business processes.
An MSU professor for 11 years,
Warkentin seeks to explore behaviors
that motivate and influence individuals
to act either in secure or unsecure ways
related to their information systems.
“We look at the positive, the negative,
and why people do it,” he said. Driven
by a true researcher’s desire for
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T

he phrase “computer security
threat” makes many people
visualize malicious hackers—
bad guys somewhere out in cyberspace
lurking and looking for opportunities to
cause mischief, if not commit outright
identity theft or other types of harm.

Warkentin and his research colleagues utilized functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to
visualize the neural processes as subjects reacted to various perceived information security threats.
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continually increasing knowledge and
understanding, Warkentin is fascinated
by the possibilities and their endless
applications.
The professor currently has more than
45 active research projects, ranging from
social learning to online deceit to privacy
in health care systems to accounting
fraud to the role of organizational
sanctions on preventing people from
violating policies.
“A lot of these are about different
security behavior forces. One of the
security threats is identity theft and
deception, so we’re interested in
helping people to detect deception in an
electronic environment,” he explained.
While his research topics are varied,
they each tie in to the department’s
core focus: how people interact with
technology.
Warkentin said that while something
as simple as a mistake can lead to a
security threat, employers need to train
and motivate employees to engage in
positive behaviors that prevent and
protect against security threats.
One of his current studies seeks
to
understand
how
effectively
organizational communications can
persuade insiders to engage in protective
behaviors, which Warkentin says include
backing up important data, avoiding
suspect e-mails and websites, scanning
for malware, selecting strong passwords,
and maintaining up-to-date software,
among other activities.
In their current research, Warkentin
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Warkentin’s research seeks to understand neural processes that trigger fear.
and his colleagues from other institutions
(Eric A. Walden, Allen C. Johnston,
and Detmar W. Straub) examine how
the use of fear appeals
—persuasive
communications that seek to increase
employees’ awareness of specific
threats and their own susceptibility or
vulnerability to the threats—actually
affect their activities and responses as
they engage with information systems.
The researchers acknowledge that fear
appeals cannot be effective unless the
message manipulates the neural regions
of the brain responsible for cognitive
processes which perceive threats and

trigger either the “fight or flight”
response or a mental mediating process
in which the person determines how to
cope with the perceived threat.
Warkentin said he and his colleagues
are seeking a greater understanding of
the neural processes that characterize
fear produced when one is exposed
to knowledge about a threat to their
computer system or information
compared with the fear one might feel
when there’s a more immediate or
serious threat.
“The word ‘fear’ is kind of
misunderstood. We do refer to ‘fear

as subjects reacted to various perceived
information security threats. 		
Understanding the way individuals
react to fear appeals and perceived threats
will help researchers predict behaviors
which can affect information systems
and compromise system confidentiality,
integrity and accessibility.
Warkentin said as he embarks on any
research project, he is motivated by a desire
to strengthen MSU’s position as not just
one of the top universities doing behavioral
information security research, but ultimately
to take the top spot in the field.
“We want to be seen as one of the
schools that is considered a world class
leader in looking at the behavioral issues
regarding information security and users,
and so we have a pretty active agenda of
research projects,” Warkentin explained.
He said the department works
toward this ongoing goal by producing
outstanding research when measured both
qualitatively and quantitatively.
With articles already published and

others currently under review for the
field’s top journals, Warkentin said he’s
confident that Mississippi State will
achieve increased rankings as a top 10
school in terms of publishing.
He explained that the research pays off
on multiple levels. Not only does it fulfill
the intellectual quest, but it helps supply
practical solutions for common technical
challenges.
Warkentin said he also interacts
regularly with other information security
researchers from across the country, in
addition to his colleagues at Mississippi
State. And, all the while, he’s helping to
teach future researchers. One of his coauthors on the fMRI study, Johnston, is
an MSU doctoral graduate and one of
Warkentin’s former students.
Warkentin said he believes the program
is attracting an increasingly high caliber
of doctoral students and is also gaining
more opportunities for additional funded
research and grants.
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appeals,’ but the kind of fear from
hackers or identity thieves is not the
same cognitive process that occurs
when someone points a gun at you,”
Warkentin said.
“This type of fear impacts a different
area of the brain, and we want to
understand that. We want to understand
various nuances of how people apply
concepts about protection motivation and
how they think about protecting themselves
in different circumstances. Moreover, we
want to understand how we can affect that
through our organizational communications,
our persuasive communications, our
training, reminders, pop-up screens, and so
on,” Warkentin said.
Warkentin and his colleagues write,
“We seek to establish the first efforts
at understanding the neural activities
associated with each of these cognitive
mediating processes.”
To accomplish this quest, they utilized
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI) to visualize the neural processes

“We want to be seen as one of the schools that is considered
a world class leader in looking at the behavioral issues
regarding information security and users, and so we have a
pretty active agenda of research projects.”

-Merrill Warkentin
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Computer science doctoral candidate DeMarcus
Thomas uses his training in cybersecurity to demonstrate
how penetration testing at Mississippi State is preparing
students to keep computers and other technical
infrastructure safe.

Written by Leah Barbour | Photography by Beth Wynn
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CYBERSECURITY
DEFENSE
HELPS MSU
PLAY OFFENSE

P
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enetration testing. It’s a way
to test an organization’s
cybersecurity by simulating an
attack against it, and Mississippi State
University’s computer science students
include some of the most masterful
beginners in the country.
“Our strength at this university
really lies in attack and penetration—
researching the critical vulnerabilities
in attack structure and mimicking what
an advanced persistent threat could do.
Not that many universities have this
strong capability,” said Wesley McGrew,
a Mississippi State Computer Science
and Engineering Department doctoral
candidate who teaches the computer
security class.
He oversees the student group
participating in the At-Large Regional

“We’re the only
university that I
know of that has
been the red team
for a collegiate
cyber defense
competition.”

-Wesley McGrew

Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition,
which is hosted online through the
University of Alaska at Fairbanks. The
contest features groups of blue teams,
made up of college and university

students, that must defend cyberthreats
from the attackers, a red team comprised
of MSU students.
“We’re the only university that
I know of that has been the red
team for a collegiate cyber defense

competition,” McGrew observed. “We
integrate computer security education
and research throughout the computer
science program, and we take a group
of students from the community
scholarship programs to train them on
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Mississippi State students who pursue degrees related to cybersecurity work in special computer labs, separate from the
campus network, to test offensive and defensive techniques for protecting network systems.
these penetration testing techniques for
the collegiate cyberdefense competition.”
The scholarships—the Scholarship for
Service and the Information Assurance
Scholarship Program—are sponsored
through Mississippi State’s Center for
Computer Security Research and offer
recipients full scholarships for tuition,
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books and room and board. These awards
go to undergraduate upperclassmen and
graduate students who show special
promise in their ability to explore and
research computer vulnerabilities.
Following graduation, scholarship
recipients receive interview opportunities
with government agencies, including the

U.S. Office of Personnel Management,
the U.S. Department of Defense, the
National Security Agency and the CIA.
McGrew’s computer security class
has prompted several students to apply
for these scholarships, he said. At the
end of that course, students complete
a capstone-flag exercise, which allows

information, manufacturing secrets
or sensitive government intelligence.
Security system audits—internal
reviews of security strengths
and weaknesses—are a must
for any company with sensitive
information, especially government
organizations, which could be
subject to espionage attempts,
agreed David Dampier, director of
the Center for Computer Security
Research and professor of computer
science and engineering.
“Whenever you do a security
system audit, you’ve got to do
penetration testing. But you can’t
test your own system. You need
someone else to see how long it’s
going to take to get in and what
kinds of things can be done if they
can get in,” he said.
That’s exactly what the MSU red
team is learning, McGrew said.
“Students’ future careers might
be in penetration testing. There
are a lot of career choices that
involve that kind of background
—taking software and finding the
vulnerabilities. Knowing how to
attack can help defend an attack,”
he said. “Through this collegiate
cyberdefense competition, students
learn how computer crime operates.
Without that knowledge, they
wouldn’t be able to successfully
investigate it.”
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students to search for flags on a
virtual system.
“Some flags are very easy to find
and some are very hard. Talented
students typically figure out that
they’re interested in that sort of
research, and they’ll apply for the
scholarship,” he said.
By acting as the aggressors in the
collegiate cyberdefense competition,
McGrew explained, students receive
a special opportunity to apply the
same skills they’ll need when
they accept jobs as information
assurance professionals that protect
critical information infrastructure.
Students train yearlong to
prepare for the intense penetration
testing exercises the competition
offers, and Mississippi State has
special labs designed for just such
a purpose.
“They’re completely isolated
from the campus network,”
McGrew noted. “Students have
free reign in there, and it doesn’t
endanger any of the public systems.
All of the offensive and defensive
exercises are done on isolated
networks. There are plenty of
opportunities to test attacks in a
safe environment.”
Mississippi State students are
researching and applying the
knowledge they’ll need to enter a
competitive field where protecting
networks means protecting personal

“There are a
lot of career
choices that
involve that kind
of background taking software
and finding the
vulnerabilities.”

Wesley McGrew
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UNIVERSITY
COLLABORATES ON
UAS DEVELOPMENT

Unmanned aerial vehicles changed the
way we approach war. Now, the men and
women behind the tools’ development,
design and operation are working to help
them change civilian life as well.

Written by Susan Lassetter | Photography by Beth Wynn & Heather Rowe
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“Our experience
ranges from
aerospace
engineering and
computational
modeling to
simulations
and advanced
materials.”- David Shaw
It wasn’t long before UAS became
a staple in many military missions.
Lovelady said these systems were
particularly important for missions
where the Army needed eyes on a scene,

but sending a person in would have
endangered lives.
“UAS has become a valuable tool
for intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance,” Lovelady said. “A
lot of times we need to do persistent
surveillance in an area, but pilots can only
stay in the air for so long before fatigue
begins to be a potentially dangerous
issue. Plus, full-sized aircraft are noisy
and fairly easy to spot from the ground.”
He continued, “With unmanned
systems you can watch an area for days
at a time without letting your presence
be known. That way we can notice small
changes in activity that could indicate
something is going on that we should
know about.”
Sgt. Brett Vanwey, whose second
deployment to Iraq was with a UAS
unit, agreed. He said that in his field
experience the systems were “force
multipliers.”
“These systems gave us the ability to
react to situations more effectively by
allowing us to know what we were going
into,” he said. “It gave us situational
awareness so we could plan and react
without sending someone into harm’s
way to assess the situation.”
Today, both Vanwey and Lovelady
work at the regional flight center at
Mississippi’s Camp Shelby. Located
just outside of Hattiesburg, it is one of
only a few sites nationwide that provide
training for the Army’s unmanned aerial
systems program.
“This is essentially a place where

soldiers from across the military can
come fly unmanned aircraft safely,”
Lovelady said.
The training center offers the airspace
and infrastructure necessary for soldiers
to learn and test the limits of UAS
technology without interfering with
commercial air traffic. But Lovelady
said he believes that as more people
learn to use this technology, the more
they will want to explore its possibilities
and integrate it into the national airspace.
“These don’t have to be just military
tools. Their domestic applications are
endless,” Lovelady said. “It’s not the
uses we can see on the horizon, it’s the
things we can’t even think about yet
that are exciting. The technology they
develop to make those things possible,
it could spin out and affect all aspects of
our lives, not just UAS.
“And it’s engineers that are going to
do that,” he continued. “It’s got to be
exciting to be on the ground floor of
technology like that.”
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n 2004, Maj. Jay Lovelady entered
a command center in Iraq and
saw the future of military tactical
operations. There, in the back of the
room, were monitors and controls for an
unmanned aerial system (UAS). He didn’t
know exactly how, but he knew that
technology would change his job forever.
“I was a pilot and they just had us
sitting in the back of the room while they
discussed how we were going to carry
out operations,” Lovelady recalled.
“Then these guys started setting up this
UAS next to me, so I started asking
questions. The more I learned, the more
I wanted to know about the possibilities
of this technology.”

EXPLORING THE POSSIBILITIES
OF UAS
Taking unmanned systems to the next
level was the topic of a conference held
in the spring of 2012 at Mississippi
State. Leaders from across the country
came to campus to discuss issues in the
industry while the university showed
how it is in the position to be a hub for
UAS research.
“Our experience ranges from aerospace
engineering and computational modeling
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Members of the Mississippi Army National Guard sit at the ground control station for a Shadow UAV. The system allows
three people to control and monitor the UAV during missions.
to simulations and advanced materials,”
said David Shaw, vice president for
research and economic development.
“We have a tremendous pool of talent
across the university, with immense
opportunities to work with everyone
from federal agencies to manufacturers.”
Shaw explained that UAS are seen as
good tools for jobs that are considered
dull, dirty or dangerous. Referred to as
the three Ds, these types of tasks can
be anything a manned flight couldn’t or
wouldn’t do. Most people are familiar
with the military uses for these aircraft—
weapons systems, surveillance and
guidance—but there also are endless
civilian possibilities to be explored.
“This technology has the potential to
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change the way we monitor hurricanes,
patrol our borders, respond to disasters,
or even continuous monitoring of areas
that are of scientific interest,” Shaw said.
Already, researchers at MSU’s
Geosystems Research Institute have
started collaborating with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
to develop UAS capable of monitoring
weather phenomenon.
Engineers and scientists within the
college are also helping train local SWAT
units to use these systems in active
shooter scenarios. In this application, the
aircraft can send live images to a control
unit so officers can see what’s going on
in a building before sending in people.
Meanwhile, Pan Li, an assistant

professor of electrical engineering, is
exploring a use of UAS that goes beyond
its applications as a visual system. He
wants to use these aircraft as wireless
network boosters during emergencies.
“After disasters, communication is
very important, but many times you
have limited network access that quickly
drains your power sources as you try to
connect,” Li said. “If we can use UAS
to boost signals, you can transmit and
receive messages over larger distances
while using less of your device’s energy.”

GIVING INDUSTRY A BOOST
Lori Mann Bruce, the associate dean for
research, said there is a lot of excitement
surrounding UAS in the college, but it’s

is still working to integrate them into the
national airspace.
“The biggest problem with having
unmanned vehicles in the civil airspace
is ‘see and avoid,’” he said. “There’s not
a person onboard to react if it crosses
paths with another aircraft, which could
put manned flights at risk. We need to
make some advances to overcome that
problem, and until then the FAA is very
strict about UAV use.”
Currently, nonrecreational use of
unmanned vehicles requires a certificate of
authorization (COA) from the FAA, which
allows for a specific vehicle to be flown, in
specific airspace, under specific conditions.
“And these certificates are only
available to public entities,” Bridges
continued. “So for a company to test its
UAV products it must have a partnership
with a public unit and Mississippi State
is one of only a few public universities
with experience in obtaining and

administering COAs.”
As part of a partnership with Stark
Aerospace, Mississippi State has acquired
a COA to test the company’s Heron
unmanned aircraft. This means that
representatives
from
Raspet
are
responsible for observing the test flights
to make sure everything is in accordance
with federal regulations.
Bridges
said
that
experience
administering a COA helps solidify the
university as a hub for UAS development,
which helps make the state of Mississippi
an attractive location for aerospace
companies in need of a home for their
UAS operations.
“The COA is just another demonstration
of the expertise we have in unmanned
aircraft,” Bridges said. “Our faculty,
researchers and students are gaining UAS
experience from many different angles
and that can mean big things for the state
as this industry grows.”
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not limited to exploring and developing
uses for the technology. Many researchers
are partnering with manufacturers to build
better unmanned systems and products.
“Our research facilities, and specifically
our material fabrication capabilities, make
us valuable partners for manufacturers,”
she said. “We can use these aircraft for
low-cost testing of technology that will be
applied to larger aircraft.”
Matt Fox at the Raspet Flight Research
Laboratory recently finished such a
test, which was able to provide more
extensive data than his client thought
they would be able to afford.
“Our partner needed to test a product
that will eventually be used on full
sized aircraft on a specific type of
material,” Fox explained. “Because of
our experience with unmanned vehicles,
we were not only able to test it on that
material, but we were able to fabricate a
scale model wing which provided more
thorough test data.”
Raspet is a unique facility in the
Southeast, which has been instrumental
in bringing aerospace industry to
Mississippi. Bruce said building a strong
base in UAS research is a natural
continuation of the lab’s mission to be
on the forefront of aerospace research
and able to help industry with its
changing needs.
One specific need the lab addresses is
helping manufacturers test their products.
Raspet’s Phil Bridges explained that
because unmanned aircraft are relatively
new, the Federal Aviation Administration

Trucks with specialized storage are used to move disassembled UAVs from
location to location.
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Mississippi State University biologist David Ray and
colleagues from the United States and Australia
will map the genetic code of the reptile order that
includes alligators and crocodiles.

RAY
STUDIES
ENDANGERED
CROCODILIAN
SPECIES

Written by Keri Collins Lewis | Photography by MSU Agricultural Communications & submitted photos
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“Getting genome
sequences... gets
us to the basics
of what that
organism is...”

- David Ray

“They’re one of the few groups of
animals out there that make a habit of

David Ray
considering people as potential food,”
he said.
Ray said crocodilians include true
crocodiles, alligators, caimans—which
live in Central and South America—and
gharials, an endangered species native
to India.
“Crocodilians represent big business,”
Ray said. “In the U.S., Australia and
several other countries, alligator and
crocodile skins and meat are valuable
commodities.”
Ray recently received funding from
the National Science Foundation for a
collaborative project with other scientists
involved in crocodilian research. Each
researcher hopes the genetic information
stored in the crocodilian genome will
answer different questions. Ray is most
interested in the role DNA plays in the
body shape of all crocodilians.
Ray said a genome is the complete
set of genes in an organism. A gene is
a segment of DNA. He compared the
information contained in a cell to the
information found in a book.

“Imagine a cell is like a book. When
you look inside the book, you see text
made up of letters. Now, imagine the
letters are all mixed up and only form
a sentence every once in a while,” Ray
said.
“When scientists look at the text and
see a sentence that makes sense, that
is a gene. That particular segment of
DNA has letters in a unique order the
scientists can identify. When we put all
of those sentences together, we have text
that makes sense—we have mapped out
all of the genes of a genome,” he said.
Because genes determine physical
and inheritable characteristics in an
organism, scientists can figure out
which genes determine which physical
traits. For example, in the crocodilians,
researchers hope to learn which genes
determine how rough or smooth the
saltwater crocodile’s skin is.
Out of the 2.5 billion “letters” in
the crocodilian’s “text,” Ray and
his colleagues hope to find 20,000
“sentences,” or genes, in the genomes
of three crocodilians: the American
alligator, the Australian saltwater
crocodile and the Indian gharial.
Such significant genetic information
could have an impact on wildlife
conservation, including ways to preserve
one of the research subjects, the gharial.
This crocodilian is visibly different from
its relatives, with completely webbed
rear feet and a long, tapered snout that
ends in a soft bulbous nose in males of
the species.
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Mississippi State University
biologist’s fascination with
crocodiles has brought together
researchers from the United States and
Australia to study the genetic building
blocks of a reptile order.
In the process, they hope to discover
ways to conserve endangered animals,
harness the antibiotic properties of
alligator blood and isolate the genes that
determine gender.
“Humans have had a complex
relationship with crocodilians for
most of their history,” said David
Ray, a researcher with the Mississippi
Agricultural and Forestry Experiment
Station and assistant professor in
MSU’s Department of Biochemistry,
Molecular Biology, Entomology and
Plant Pathology. “We respect and admire
them, as evidenced by the numerous
references to them in historical literature
and art as well as the plethora of current
television documentaries, but we’re also
a bit terrified by them.
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Ray said there are only about 200
gharials left in the wild.
“Part of the reason for that is the
difficulty these animals have surviving in
environments other than the very specific
one they are adapted to.” he said. “By
gaining information from their genome,
we increase our chances of improving
captive and wild breeding programs.”
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While genomic research is challenging
and complex, Ray said this type of basic
science is fundamental to understanding
a wide range of topics that impact
human health.
“Getting genome sequences of
organisms gets us to the basics of
what that organism is and where it
came from,” he said. “The genome is

the source of the variation we see in
any population—it is where all of our
differences and similarities come from,”
he said. “Understanding the genomes
can lead to improvements in medicine
and to identifying the genetic causes and
potential cures for diseases.”
Daniel Peterson, director of MSU’s
Institute for Genomics, Biocomputing
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Researchers hope to learn which genes determine the roughness
or smoothness of the saltwater crocodile’s skin.

and Biotechnology, said the original
scope of Ray’s NSF funding was limited
to sequencing only a portion of the
crocodile, alligator and gharial genomes.
“Recent breakthroughs in DNA
sequencing technology, coupled with
financial and technical support from the
IGBB, permitted expansion of Dr. Ray’s
research to include the complete genome

sequencing of all three species,” Peterson
said. “Crocodilians are the closest living
relatives of birds. Information about
crocodilian genomes will not only help
protect crocodilians, but may provide
insight into how to better protect birds in
the wild and on the farm.”
Peterson said MSU formed the IGBB
to increase MSU’s role in the world of

biomolecular research. Ray’s project
is one of the IGBB’s largest research
initiatives.
“MSU has the technology and expertise
to make significant contributions to basic
and applied science while advancing
opportunities for students interested in
biology and related careers,” he said.
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The fungus aflatoxin can destroy an entire corn crop.
Mississippi State University plant pathologist Gabe
Sciumbato and U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
Agricultural Research Service plant pathologists
Hamed Abbas and Mark Weaver developed an in-field
approach to reduce levels of this fungus in corn.

Written by Rebekah Ray | Photography by USDA-ARS/Mark Weaver
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CORN
RESEARCHERS
DEVELOP
IN-FIELD
AFLATOXIN
APPROACH

“Because corn
is used in so
many products
for human
consumption, we
have been working
to increase
producer profits
while maintaining
food safety.”

- Hamed Abbas

the fungi Aspergillus flavus and A.
parasiticus. The fungi appear as yellowgreen or gray-green molds on corn in
the field or in storage.
“We are applying granules of
Aspergillus flavus that do not produce
aflatoxin but do compete with the native
Aspergillus flavus. In essence, we are
using a good fungus to fight a bad one,”
Sciumbato said.
Aflatoxin levels are not normally
high in corn, but Mississippi’s hot,
humid climate encourages the growth
of the fungus that produces the toxin.
Heat, drought, high humidity, insect
infestation and anything else that
stresses the crop favor fungal growth,
he said.
Aflatoxin can build up in crops such
as corn, cotton, peanuts and tree nuts.
Aspergillus infects corn by invading
through corn silks or through insect
damage to kernels or ears.
To date, methods of reducing
aflatoxin infection have included
crop management techniques, such
as planting early, irrigating, avoiding
infected areas and sanitizing equipment.
Despite these techniques, grains of
many Mississippi farmers have been
rejected at elevators because of high
levels of aflatoxin.
Onsite screening is done two ways.
Blacklight or ultraviolet light tests and
commercial test kits indicate aflatoxin
presence. Commercial test kits use chemical
analyses to test for specific proteins.
The USDA has set rejection levels for

aflatoxin in corn at 20 parts per billion
or greater. An individual kernel of corn
can contain 400,000 ppb aflatoxin, so
one infected kernel in 20,000 could
lead to the shipment being rejected.
Contaminated corn is sold at much
lower prices.
Some rejected corn is used in
livestock feed, which the Food and
Drug Administration still screens. Corn
containing aflatoxin also can be used
to make ethanol or to make anhydrous
ammonia for agricultural use. However,
the aflatoxin is a toxic waste, and its
disposal is expensive.
“Because corn is used in so many
products for human consumption, we
have been working to increase producer
profits while maintaining food safety,”
Abbas said.
Government guidelines keep aflatoxin
contamination a low-level threat for
food supplies in the country.
Using
non-aflatoxin-producing
A. flavus strains has the potential to
protect much of the state’s corn harvest,
Sciumbato said.
In 2011 corn ranked fifth in
agricultural production in Mississippi.
Last year the state’s farmers planted
about 810,000 acres in corn.
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cientists at Mississippi State
University’s Delta Research
and Extension Center are
researching new ways to reduce
aflatoxin in infected corn.
Corn is one of the state’s leading row
crops, but it is susceptible to aflatoxin, a
fungus that can reduce profits and hurt
marketability.
MSU plant pathologist Gabe
Sciumbato and U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Agricultural Research
Service plant pathologists Hamed
Abbas and Mark Weaver have obtained
strains of the fungus that do not
produce aflatoxin.
Sciumbato, a Mississippi Agricultural
and Forestry Experiment Station
scientist, has been conducting research
on aflatoxin for more than 10 years.
Aflatoxins are naturally produced by
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Richard Kaminski, the James C. Kennedy Endowed Chair
in Waterfowl and Wetlands

PRIVATE
FUNDING
ESSENTIAL FOR
MSU RESEARCH

$
Written by Margaret Kovar | Photography by Beth Wynn, Russ Houston & Megan Bean
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“Our research
would be very
limited without
external funds
from state, federal
and private
conservation
organizations
and private
individuals...”

- Richard Kaminski

2010, MSU retained its position at 86
nationally with a total of nearly $232
million from all sources. MSU had 4,148
research personnel, accounting for 63
percent of the total for Mississippi, and
the university’s research expenditures
accounted for 52 percent of the total for
institutions in the state.
MSU garners support to promote
research by providing private funds to
attract and retain outstanding faculty
members who can lead programs to
create new knowledge and applications
that impact our state, region and nation.
Alumni and friends also support MSU
through fellowships, which enable the
recruitment of the best and brightest
graduate students who become future
leaders in varying areas of research.
The James C. Kennedy Endowed Chair
in Waterfowl and Wetlands, created in
the fall of 2008 to help stop the decline
in waterfowl science and management
programs in universities throughout
North America, is one example of how
private funding supports research efforts
at MSU.
“Establishing an endowed chair is one
way that I can give back and ensure that
future generations will have waterfowl
and wetlands, and people to study
and steward these tremendous natural
resources,” said Kennedy, an ardent
conservationist of waterfowl and other
wildlife habitat.
Wildlife ecology and management
professor Richard Kaminski has held the
chair since its inception. His research

interests include waterfowl ecology
and management, human dimensions of
waterfowl management and hunting and
wetland ecology and management.
As chair, Kaminski focuses on
gaining science-based knowledge for
understanding and conserving waterfowl
and other wetland wildlife species,
populations, and communities, as well
as their habitats; educating current and
future waterfowl and wetlands scientists
and conservationists; and providing
outreach on waterfowl and wetlands
ecology and conservation.
“Our research would be very limited
without external funds from state, federal
and private conservation organizations
and private individuals, such as James
C. Kennedy who established the chair,”
Kaminski said.
Michael Highfield, the Robert W.
Warren Chair in Real Estate, also said
many of the opportunities he receives
are because of an endowed chair.
“In an environment of increasingly
limited resources, the funding associated
with the Robert W. Warren Chair of Real
Estate provides the opportunity to obtain
the necessary data to examine topics of
interest, collaborate with industry and
academic partners and disseminate my
research findings through conferences,
presentations at other universities and
peer-reviewed journals,” Highfield said.
Highfield’s research interests are
concentrated in securities issuance and
real estate investment trusts. Because
of their unique regulatory and operating
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n a time of dwindling state and
federal funding, private donations
allow land-grant universities such
as Mississippi State to continue making
an impact through ground-breaking
research.
According to the National Science
Board, research universities performed
more than half of the nation’s total basic
research in 2009. Named by the Carnegie
Foundation as a very high research
activity university, MSU contributes
to economic development at the local,
state and national levels by educating
and training the next generation, as well
as generating new technologies. But to
do so takes employees, equipment and
funding.
According to research expenditure
data recently released by the National
Science Foundation for fiscal year
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Michael Highfield, the Robert W. Warren Chair of Real Estate
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Shown are alternative energy researchers Drs. Rafael Hernandez, associate professor and the Texas Olefins Endowed
Professor in Chemical Engineering; and Todd French, associate professor. Both are from the Dave C. Swalm School of
Chemical Engineering.
status, his research utilizes the REIT
market as a laboratory for investigating
questions and theories where market
frictions like asymmetric information and
moral hazard are important.
By quantifying these differences,
modifications may be made to investor,
issuer and underwriter behavior that could
positively impact the economy as a whole.
“There is a great deal of respect for
endowed positions in the academic world
where endowed chairs and professorships
open doors that would otherwise remain
closed,” Highfield said. “It is an honor and
a privilege to carry the title of the Robert
W. Warren Chair of Real Estate.”
Additionally, a team of researchers
from the James Worth Bagley College

of Engineering are tackling the issue
of a lack of natural resources and are
researching alternative methods of fuel
production. Drs. Rafael Hernandez and
Todd French have developed engineering
techniques to produce renewable energy
from wastewater facilities. Through their
efforts, MSU is developing technology
to utilize discarded water and recover
energy that is clean, safe and economical.
Hernandez, who holds an endowed
professorship from Texas Olefins,
directly benefits from private gifts to the
Bagley College of Engineering. Both
he and French are also beneficiaries
of StatePride awards, which reward
outstanding faculty members with
monetary stipends.

“Individuals such as Jim Bagley and
Dave Swalm have changed the way
we operate and educate at MSU. Their
commitment to academics have taken a
great engineering college and transformed
it into a national leader,” said Hernandez.
Faculty aren’t the only ones who
benefit from the endowments. Research
excellence goes hand in hand with
teaching excellence, and students
benefit from studying in an innovative,
research-led environment. Funding for
endowments allows students studying
with these professors to receive hands-on
training and learn the process of creating
new knowledge.
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Dr. Raj Shah, left, of the U.S. Agency for
International Development, listens to
master’s degree student Yu-Ting Chen
explain current research in Mississippi State’s
food processing plant.

MSU
PARTNERS WITH
GLOBAL FOOD SAFETY
AGENCIES, GROUPS

Written by Margaret Kovar | Photography by Megan Bean, Beth Wynn & Russ Houston
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“Even if not
in a position
to continually
have people on
the ground in
these countries,
universities help
create technology,
train people and
analyze situations.”
- Peter McPherson

Keenum noted that by the year 2050,
the world’s population will increase
from 7 billion to 9 billion.
“If food production does not increase
significantly, the number of people
living in poverty will increase greatly,”
he said. “We are compelled to help
feed the world and alleviate suffering,
first, because it’s the right thing to do,
but also because it is important to our
national security.”
Keenum explained that Mississippi
State has expertise pertinent to every
aspect of the food chain, including
crop
production,
post-harvest
processing, livestock, aquaculture,
food policy, water resources, geospatial
technologies and biofuels.
In addition to research, Keenum said
the university has formed strategic
partnerships, including a memorandum
of understanding for research with the
United Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization, as well as a formal
agreement with Nigeria to educate
poultry science students, among other
partnerships.
Keenum said the United States and
the nation’s land-grant universities
have the resources to help make feeding
the world an entirely achievable goal,
although not an easy one.
Senator Cochran opened the
morning session with a look at
America’s commitment to global food
security, and Daniel Yohannes, CEO
of Millennium Challenge Corporation,
discussed why the U.S. should play an

important role in solving critical global
challenges.
MCC is an independent U.S. foreign
aid agency created by Congress in
2004 to improve delivery of foreign
assistance. Its programs focus on
sound policies, country ownership and
results.
Yohannes said making strategic
investments in the world’s poorest
countries is tied to American national
security and prosperity. He added
that MCC’s investments have long
addressed food security needs,
including irrigation projects and
infrastructure to help get commodities
from farm to market.
“Helping the world’s poor helps us,
too,” Yohannes said, explaining that it is
more cost effective to help develop poor
countries than to react with military
forces when problems escalate to the
point of threatening security.
However, he explained development
projects must proceed only with complete
transparency and accountability.
Raj Shah, administrator of the U.S.
Agency for International Development,
also spoke of the need to deliver
meaningful results.
“At the end of the day, the work we
do reduces the risk of conflict across
the globe. It is harder to find a more
powerful way to connect with people
than with these types of issues,” he said.
Shah reiterated that the world is
facing a food security crisis, with people
around the world suffering from real

2012 M S U M A R O O N R E S E A R C H

P

artnerships between leading
international authorities,
university researchers, and
government policymakers were the
focus of a daylong food safety and
security conference at Mississippi
State University in the fall of 2012.
Organized by the university’s
International Institute and titled
“Technology Implementation at the
Local Level: Food Security for the
Future,” the conference explored
new opportunities for Mississippi
agriculture, building capacity, global
challenges and university engagement,
and other issues related to the world’s
growing food needs.
Top experts from around the globe
joined MSU President Mark E. Keenum
and U.S. Sen. Thad Cochran (R-Miss.)
for the in-depth discussion.
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Daniel Yohannes, left, CEO of the Millennium Challenge Corp., listens as MSU President Mark E. Keenum discusses the
university’s role in food safety research.

hunger and chronic malnutrition. He
explained that Feed the Future, the U.S.
government’s global hunger and food
security initiative, is bringing together
collaborative entities and seeking to
partner with universities like MSU.
“For every dollar invested in
agricultural research, it returns about
$26 over time,” Shah said.
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Shah also took the opportunity to
announce a new program offered through
his agency to help college students who
want to work abroad. He said the program,
called “Fall Semester,” will be a resource
to make sure more Americans can be part
of solutions to global problems.
President of the Association of Public
and Land-grant Universities Peter

McPherson also expanded on the critical
role universities will play in helping
find solutions for problems facing
developing nations.
“To achieve the food production
we’re going to need, there’s no way
this will get done without harnessing
the expertise of the land-grant system,”
McPherson said.

2012 M S U M A R O O N R E S E A R C H

Dr. Raj Shah spoke to MSU students about the U.S. Agency for International Development, it’s activities, and how students
can get involved.

“Even if not in a position to continually
have people on the ground in these countries,
universities help create technology, train
people and analyze situations,” he added.
While speaking about the role that the
collective land-grant system has to play in
solving world issues, McPhereson said that
because of Keenum’s unique background
before stepping into the role of university

president, he has been “captured” by food
security issues. Keenum previously held
responsibility for international programs
administered by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Throughout the day, panels of
speakers gave presentations and engaged
audience questions on topics including
effectively delivering technology in a

local context, monitoring and evaluating
success and returns on investment,
and models of success. Officials and
administrators from around the world,
including Mozambique, Korea and Brazil,
participated in the agenda.
“This is what today is about, showing
our abilities to be partners in the global
arena,” Keenum said.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
ACADEMIC RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES | FY 2010
In the most recent National Science Foundation
Higher Education Research and Development
Expenditures rankings (Fiscal Year 2010), Mississippi
State University achieved Top 50 and other
significant status in a number of fields, including,
among all institutions:

Field

No.

Computer Sciences.............................................. 39
Engineering............................................................ 38
Life Sciences.......................................................... 95
Mathematical Sciences....................................... 89
Physical Sciences.................................................. 35
Psychology........................................................... 107
Social Sciences...................................................... 33
All Non-Science and
Engineering Fields................................................ 98
Total R&D, All Fields, All Institutions...................... 86
Total R&D, All Fields, Federal
Expenditures........................................................ 104
Source: http://nsf.gov/statistics/nsf12330
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EXTRAMURAL FUNDING | JULY 1, 2011-JUNE 30, 2012
federal funding source
U.S. Department of Agriculture.........................................................................143

28,370,916

U.S. Department of Education.............................................................................82

9,005,203

U.S. Department of Commerce............................................................................15

5,057,534

U.S. Department of Defense..................................................................................51

11,656,642

U.S. Department of Energy....................................................................................32

14,975,419

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.................................2

432,000

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.........................................26

9,894,711

U.S. Department of Homeland Security............................................................12

421,511

U.S. Department of Interior....................................................................................23

3,437,960

U.S. Department of Justice.......................................................................................2

197,551

U.S. Department of Labor.........................................................................................5

9,454,616

U.S. Department of Transportation.....................................................................10

4,961,006

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency............................................................... 6

788,240

U.S. Small Business Administration.......................................................................2

102,046

National Aeronautics and Space Administration............................................15

892,263

National Institutes of Health....................................................................................16

1,728,207

National Science Foundation.................................................................................38

9,634,808

National Security Agency...........................................................................................2

75,505

Other Federal..............................................................................................................53

4,034,108

Total Federal..............................................................................................................535

$115,120,250

Total State of Mississippi Agencies......................................................................54

$3,589,090

Private/Corporate..................................................................................................422

5,097,332

Foundations and Non-Profit Agencies.............................................................166

10,033,556

Other State Governments........................................................................................8

491,379

Other Universities.........................................................................................................8

308,119

Local Governments....................................................................................................19

264,615

Total Other Agencies.............................................................................................623

$16,195,002

TOTAL......................................................................................................................1,212

$134,904,343
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PEOPLE IN RESEARCH

Plant and Soil Sciences Research Professor Kambham “Raja” Reddy, center, was
recognized April 3 at the MSU Research Awards Banquet with the Ralph E. Powe Research
Excellence Award, the highest honor given. His research focuses on environmental
control of plant growth and development, crop simulation model development and
applications, and global change biology and remote sensing applications in natural
resource management. Presenting Reddy with the award are Gregory Bohach, left,
vice president for agriculture, forestry and veterinary medicine, and David Shaw, right,
vice president for research and economic development.   

Nearly 50 Mississippi State faculty,
students and staff were 2012 selections
for university research honors.
President Mark E. Keenum and other
senior administrators were in attendance
at a 2012 spring banquet to extend the
land-grant institution’s congratulations
for the accomplishments.
“Research and service go hand in
hand at our university,” Keenum told
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the large audience of faculty, staff,
students, friends and family gathered at
the Hunter Henry Center.
“I greatly appreciate your hard
work and dedication to our state.
Congratulations on a job well done,” he
said.
Plant and Soil Sciences research
professor Kambham “Raja” Reddy
received the night’s top honor, the 2012

Ralph E. Powe Research Excellence
Award.
Reddy’s
work
focuses
on
environmental control of plant growth
and development, crop simulation
model development and applications,
and global change biology and remote
sensing applications in natural resource
management.
“Dr. Reddy has had a strong impact on
research. He is known internationally as
an outstanding mentor and colleague,”
said David Shaw, vice president for
research and economic development.
“He is a hands-on research leader with
a thirst to do more.”
The Powe Award is a memorial to the
MSU alumnus and longtime research
vice president who died in 1996.
The annual awards program honors
individuals who contribute significantly
to the land-grant institution’s mission
of research. In addition to faculty, it
recognizes and rewards students and
support staff for accomplishments
and creative endeavors, as well
as for increasing awareness of the
university’s many research programs
and capabilities.
The program and banquet are cosponsored by the offices of the vice
presidents for Research and Economic
Development and the Division of
Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary
Medicine.
“Mississippi
State’s
research
enterprise is growing in a number
of different areas because of the
collaboration
between
our
two
divisions,” Shaw said.
Greg Bohach, vice president for

agriculture, forestry and veterinary
medicine, echoed Shaw’s assessment.
“We enjoy working together, and
our research is making a difference
thanks to the excellence of our people,”
Bohach said.
Other 2012 MSU research award
winners include (alphabetically, by
academic unit):
--Bagley College of Engineering:
Burak Eksioglu, faculty; William
Holmes,
research
support
staff; Brandon M. Malone of
Murfreesboro, Tenn., graduate
student; Wei Li of Starkville,
graduate student; and Jonathan
W.
Harper
of
Meridian,
undergraduate student.
--College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences and Mississippi
Agricultural
and
Forestry
Experiment
Station:
Dan
Reynolds, faculty, and David
Brand,
research
support
staff; Bandara Gajanayake of
Starkville, graduate student; and
Joshua K. Craver of Tyler, Texas,
undergraduate student.
--College of Architecture, Art and
Design: Theo Haupt, faculty.
--College of Arts and Sciences:
Matthew Hughey, faculty; Reatha
Linley, research support staff;
Sean L. Stokes of Holly Pond,
Ala., graduate student; and Kelsey
M. Norris of Madison, Ala.,
undergraduate student.
--College of Business: Nicole
Ponder Lueg, faculty.
--College of Education: David
Morse, faculty; Iva Ballard,

research support staff; Katelyn
L. Graben of Gulfport, graduate
student; and Rebecca A. Bernheim
of
Gulfport,
undergraduate
student.
--College of Forest Resources:
Sam Riffell, faculty; Misty Booth,
research support staff; Juliet DaoMay Tang of Starkville, graduate
student; and William R. Hunter of
Brandon, undergraduate student.
--College of Veterinary Medicine:
Keun
Seok
Seo,
faculty;
Abdolsamad Borazjani, research
support staff; and Jonathan
M. Greene of Trussville, Ala.,
graduate student.
--MSU Meridian: Lindon Ratliff,
faculty.
--Office of Research and Economic
Development:
Ben
Sharpe,
research support staff.
--University Centers and
Institutes: Deepak Mishra,
faculty; Shauncey Hill, research
support staff, and Majid
Mahrooghy of Starkville, graduate
student.
New graduates of the campus
Faculty Leadership Program also
were honored. They include Ted
Atkinson, Yogi Dandass, Islam Eladaway, Rafael Hernandez, Gregg
Ibendahl, John Kushla, John Madsen,
Jarrod Moss, Dagmar Radin, Angela
Robertson, Rebecca Robichaux,
Mark Shankle, Erdem Topsakal,
John Usher, and Keisha Walters.

VAUGHN NAMED
ALUMNI FELLOW BY
KANSAS STATE

Rayford “Ray” Vaughn

A
senior
Mississippi
State
administrator has been honored
by the Kansas State University
Alumni Association for professional
achievements and distinguished service.
Rayford
“Ray”
Vaughn
of
Starkville, the university’s associate
vice president for research, has been
named a 2012 Alumni Fellow at the
Manhattan land-grant institution
where he earned master’s and
doctoral degrees. Among more than
164,000 K-State graduates, only 245
alumni have received the recognition,
according to information provided by
the 154-year-old school.
A Hattiesburg native who joined the
faculty in 1997, Vaughn is among a select
group holding the highest Mississippi
State faculty rank of William L. Giles
Distinguished Professor. He has led in
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gaining international recognition for the
university as a center of excellence in
both information assurance education
and research.
Prior to coming to Starkville,
Vaughn had a 26-year career
in the U.S. Army, retiring as a
colonel. During military service,
he commanded the Army’s largest
software development organization
and helped create the agency that
today centrally manages all Pentagon
information technology support.
While on active duty, he also had
a three-year assignment with the
National Security Agency’s National
Computer Security Center.

POSS NAMED
MSU HPC2
STRATEGIC
INITIATIVES
DIRECTOR

James O. Poss
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A senior United States Air Force
officer is returning home to the
Magnolia State where he will be
joining Mississippi State University
after his retirement from active
service.
Ocean Springs native and fifthgeneration
Mississippian
Maj.
Gen. James O. Poss has begun his
new duties as director of strategic
initiatives in the High Performance
Computing Collaboratory (HPC2)
at the land-grant institution in
December of 2012.
“We are very pleased to have
General Poss on the Mississippi State
team,” said David Shaw, MSU’s vice
president for research and economic
development.
“His experience and expertise in a
wide range of disciplines, including
unmanned aerial systems and
cybersecurity, will help us deepen
our capacity, as well as sharpen our
focus, in a number of high-priority
research areas that are increasingly
important to our state and the nation,”
he added.
In his new role, Poss will be
responsible for helping to identify
strategic initiatives and opportunities
for the university and to assist with
understanding customer priorities and
needs that are aligned with MSU’s
capabilities in research, education
and outreach programs that are best
positioned to meet those needs.

COTTRELL NAMED
FULBRIGHT
ALUMNI
AMBASSADOR

Stephen Cottrell

A Mississippi State administrator
with the university’s International
Institute is a 2012 selection for
the prestigious Fulbright Scholars
Alumni Ambassador program.
Stephen Cottrell, the institute’s
assistant director, will be serving in the
new leadership program administered
by the Institute of International
Education in Washington, D.C.
The ambassador program works
to identify, train and engage a
select group of Fulbright alumni to
represent the J. William Fulbright
International Exchange Program at
campus workshops and academic
conferences across the United States.
Cottrell received a senior Fulbright

Specialist award to Thailand in 2007,
followed by a similar award to Japan
in 2009.
In his current MSU position,
Cottrell
works
with
foreign
universities, agencies and embassies
in international development.
Cottrell said his participation as a
Fulbright Alumni Ambassador would
be beneficial in helping advance
MSU’s focus on globalization, one of
the land-grant institution’s strategic
initiatives.

EASLEY
SUCCEEDS
SWANN AS MSU
SPONSORED
PROGRAMS
LEADER

She is leading the university office
responsible for overseeing externally
sponsored programs as the land-grant
institution’s authorized signature
for grants, contracts, and other such
formal agreements.
A Mississippi State alumna,
Easley has been serving on campus
as business operations director for
the High Performance Computing
Collaboratory. She holds bachelor’s
and master’s degrees in professional
accountancy.
“She comes to this position with
an understanding of the complexities
of sponsored programs, having been
involved in both the pre- and postaward areas at MSU since 2004,”
said David Shaw, vice president for
research and economic development,
in making the announcement.
Easley succeeds Richard Swann,
who has accepted a position with
the Mississippi State University
Extension Service.

DARLING
NAMED
DIRECTOR
OF MSU EARLY
CHILDHOOD
INSTITUTE
Jennifer Easley

Jennifer Easley is the new director
of sponsored programs administration
at Mississippi State.

Lynn Darling brings a wealth of
knowledge and experience as the new
director of Mississippi State’s Early
Childhood Institute.

Lynn Darling

Interim director since 2011, she
has worked for the ECI in different
capacities for the past decade,
including
teaching,
curriculum
writing and coordinating training.
This varied background in a major
unit of the university’s College of
Education has helped her better
understand the myriad challenges of
working in the field, she said.
“I’ve experienced many of the
things the staff also may face,” she
added.
Darling is an Emory University
anthropology graduate who went on
to complete master’s and doctoral
degrees in curriculum and instruction
from the University of Maryland,
College Park.
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MCANALLY SET
TO LEAD WATER
RESOURCES
ASSOCIATION

William H. McAnally

William H. McAnally is the new
president of the Mississippi Water
Resources Association.
McAnally is a research professor of
engineering in the Bagley College of
Engineering and associate director of
the Geosystems Research Institute at
Mississippi State University. He holds
a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering
from Arizona State University, and
a master’s degree and doctorate in
coastal and oceanographic engineering
from the University of Florida.
McAnally’s research efforts include
ecosystem assessment and modeling,
watershed and estuarine processes and
waterborne transportation.
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LEWIS NAMED
INFRAGARD
CHAPTER
PRESIDENT

The director of Mississippi State
University’s Office of Research
Security is now serving as a chapter
officer for the nation’s leading
“collaboration
for
infrastructure
protection.”
At a recent meeting in Jackson,
InfraGard named Neil Lewis president
of its Mississippi chapter.
InfraGard is a partnership between
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and businesses, academic institutions,
state and local law enforcement, and
other agencies dedicated to sharing
information and intelligence to
prevent hostile acts against the United
States. Chapters are geographically
linked to a local FBI field office.
In his role as research security officer
at MSU, Lewis directs programs that
support the university’s status as a
cleared defense contractor, including
meeting
security
requirements
associated with contracts and projects.

Additionally, MSU is required
to meet all regulations and rules
for export control and International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)
established by the U.S. departments of
State, Commerce and Treasury.
For additional information about
ORS programs and services, please
contact Lewis at 662-325-8682 or
nelewis@fso.msstate.edu.

JHA NAMED RASPET
FLIGHT RESEARCH
LAB DIRECTOR

Ratan Jha

An aerospace engineer with
extensive experience in aircraft
design is the new director of the
Raspet Flight Research Laboratory at
Mississippi State University.
Ratneshwar “Ratan” Jha officially
joined the university July 1, at which
time he assumed the director’s role

and a faculty position within the
department of aerospace engineering.
He takes over for Lori Bruce who had
served as interim leader since 2010
when David Lawrence retired.
“Raspet Flight Lab is a unique and
valuable resource to the university
and the state, and we are confident
that Dr. Jha will develop new
research partnerships and projects
at Raspet and continue its tradition
of attracting new industry to our
regional and state aerospace hub,”
said Sarah Rajala, dean of the Bagley
College of Engineering.
Jha comes to Mississippi State
from
Clarkson
University
in
Potsdam, N.Y., where he served as
an associate professor of mechanical
and
aeronautical
engineering.
He holds a bachelor’s degree in
aeronautical engineering from IIT,
Kharagpur, India; a master’s degree
in aerospace engineering from the
Georgia Institute of Technology;
and a doctoral degree in mechanical
engineering from Arizona State
University.
Recently, Raspet has served as a
start-up facility for various aerospace
companies in Mississippi providing
workspace, technical training, and
assistance with product development
and research. These efforts have
help companies such as American
Eurocopter, Aurora Flight Science,
GE Aerospace and Stark Aerospace
establish bases in Mississippi,
bringing more than 700 high-tech
jobs to the state.

PETERSON
NAMED
DIRECTOR
OF IGBB

KING NAMED COCHAIR OF NATO TEAM

Roger King

Daniel Peterson

Daniel
Peterson
has
been
appointed director of the Institute
for Genomics, Biocomputing, and
Biotechnology (IGBB) at Mississippi
State University.
IGBB was formed in 2011 through
the merger of the Life Sciences and
Biotechnology Institute and the
Institute for Digital Biology. Peterson
has led the newly merged institute as
interim director since last fall.
A professor in the Department of
Plant and Soil Sciences, Peterson
earned his bachelor, master and
doctoral degrees from Colorado State
University. He has been a faculty
member at MSU since 2002.
Peterson’s research is focused on
exploring the structure and evolution
of
eukaryotic
genomes
using
genomic, cytogenetic, molecular
biology and computational biology
techniques.

A senior Mississippi State researcher
is the new co-chair of a group overseeing
development of next generation technology
to protect ground vehicles for the world’s
leading military alliance.
Roger King, director of the university’s
Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems,
recently was appointed to lead an
exploratory team developing new
armored vehicles for North Atlantic Treaty
Organization forces.
Formally titled “Design and Protection
Technologies for Land and Amphibious
NATO Vehicles,” the project is focused on
protection against landmine explosions and
improvised explosive device attacks while
maintaining a high level of maneuverability.
King said there is “a growing demand
for vehicles capable not only of land
operations, but also of moving through
a larger theater, including river crossings
and tactical swimming in the sea and nearshore areas. However, vehicle weight has
increased to such an extent that modern
amphibious vehicles have lost their
capability to maneuver in the water.”
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COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH
GRANTS RETURN FOR THIRD YEAR
The Office of Research and Economic Development at
Mississippi State again is investing in innovative minigrants for faculty at the land-grant institution.
Now in its third year, the cross-college grant program
brings together researchers from around campus and
across disciplines to foster collaboration, according to the
university administrator overseeing the initiative.
“We have been very pleased with the results so far,
and are excited about the possibilities of year three,” said
Ray Vaughn, associate vice president for research and
Giles Distinguished Professor of Computer Science and
Engineering.
“Last year’s efforts have yielded funded research
proposals of approximately $13 million, with $11.6 million
pending from external sources that make the initial cost well
worth our investment,” he added.
A $2,000 grant to each of the 40 teams will support the
initiation of new proposals, as well as help enhance multidisciplinary collaboration of existing projects, and also
provide a second year of funding to 12 grant recipients.
“Providing faculty members additional opportunities to
share ideas and work together to move their research forward
is a priority for us,” said David Shaw, MSU’s vice president
for research and economic development.
A list of the winning teams is available at http://www.
research.msstate.edu/rresources/news.php?id=2143

MSU-BASED STATE CHEMICAL LAB
AWARDED GOMRI GRANT
The Mississippi State Chemical Laboratory is receiving
funding to support an enhanced multi-state research program
examining effects of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill on the
Gulf of Mexico.
The award is among 19 grants out of 629 letters of
intent announced recently by the Gulf of Mexico Research
Initiative. Approximately $20 million will be awarded to
researchers over the next three years.
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The GoMRI Research Board is an autonomous body that
administers a 10-year research program funded by BP, the
multinational British oil and gas company that held the
Deepwater Horizon lease.
Titled “Characterizing the Composition and Biogeochemical
Behavior of Dispersants and their Transformation Products in
Gulf of Mexico Coastal Ecosystems,” the research program will
address the toxicity, sorption, bioavailability and occurrence in
seafood of dispersant components and transformation products
used in response to the oil spill.
State Chemist Kevin Armbrust, principal investigator on the
project, said the overall goals are to improve the knowledge
base of dispersant behavior in the coastal marine environment
and to increase understanding of the processes controlled
dispersant fate and biological exposure in the gulf following
the massive April 2010 oil spill.
“These are questions that have not been well-addressed in
the past,” Armbrust said, noting that the team is receiving
approximately $1.1 million for its research over the next
three years.
Working with him are MSU colleague Darrell Sparks, P.
Lee Ferguson of Duke University in North Carolina, and
Bruce J. Brownawell and Anne E. McElroy of the State
University of New York at Stonybrook.

MISSIONS OF CAVS, SOUTH
KOREA’S KITECH YIELD ‘NATURAL
PARTNERSHIP’
Mississippi State University is officially partnering with a
South Korean entity which has a complementary research mission
with the university’s Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems.
MSU Provost and Executive Vice President Jerry Gilbert
signed a Memorandum of Understanding, along with Korea
Institute of Industrial Technology (KITECH) Incheon Region
Division Chief Executive Officer Sang-Mok Lee.
The alliance will allow CAVS and KITECH to support
global manufacturers’ efforts to develop products and
train employees for their facilities in the southeastern
United States. Because South Korean companies, including
carmakers like Hyundai and Kia, have located in the region,

MSU leaders and KITECH officials gathered to mark the official
beginning of their collaborative agreement and to launch the

The $9-million research facility funded by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is the new
Hancock County home for the MSU-led Northern Gulf
Institute and researchers from the land-grant institution’s
Geosystems Research Institute.
NOAA’s National Coastal Data Development Center
and an Engineering Branch of NOAA’s National Marine
Fisheries Service are other building tenants.
MSU Vice President for Research and Economic
Development David Shaw says the 38,000-square-foot
building has enhanced the abilities to address the pressing
needs of the region.

Center for Root Technologies. Signing the Memorandum of
Understanding were MSU Provost and Executive Vice President Jerry
Gilbert and KITECH Incheon Region Division Chief Executive Officer
Sang-Mok Lee.

other Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers are also investing in the region.
KITECH serves as a research and development resource for
small and medium enterprises, such as these suppliers.
The agreement establishes the KITECH-CAVS Center
for Root Technologies. ‘Root technology’ refers to several
key technologies of the manufacturing industry -- casting,
molding, forming, surface treatment, thermal treatment, and
welding/joining technologies, and any related fields.
Roger King, CAVS director and endowed chair, said the
center is KITECH’s manufacturing research partner in the
U.S. They also fund research with partners in Germany,
China and Japan.
“This partnership will be a driving force behind new
industry creation for the region as well as technological
innovation,” King said.

WICKER KEYNOTES NEW MSU
BUILDING OPENING AT STENNIS
SPACE CENTER
U.S. Sen. Roger Wicker was the keynote speaker Oct. 16 at
the grand opening ceremony of the Mississippi State University
Science and Technology Center at NASA’s John C. Stennis
Space Center.

Mississippi State University unveiled its state of the art Science and
Technology Center located at the John C. Stennis Space Center
in Hancock County in October. Pictured at the opening are MSU
President Mark Keenum, Sharon Mesick with the NOAA National
Coastal Data Development Center, and MSU Vice President for
Research and Economic Development David Shaw.

“The research and educational programs developed at
the MSU Science and Technology Center are nationally
acclaimed, and the commitment to this new facility by
NOAA and MSU is a strong example of our plans for
continuing and expanding these efforts,” Shaw said.
Computer resources and support are provided for
the center by MSU’s High Performance Computing
Collaboratory.
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NEW BUILDING OPENS IN THAD
COCHRAN RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGY
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PARK

plus employees, and represents some $100-million-plus of
investment.
For more information about the park, please contact
McGee at 662-325-9575 or mmcgee@research.msstate.edu.

MSU STORM SURGE MODELS AID
ISAAC RESPONSE

Mississippi State President Mark E. Keenum, second from left,
joined with U.S. Sens. Roger Wicker and Thad Cochran and U.S.
Rep. Gregg Harper in mid-September to celebrate the grand
opening of the newest building in the Thad Cochran Research,
Technology and Economic Development Park.

Mississippi State officials joined with U.S. Sens. Thad
Cochran and Roger Wicker and U.S. Rep. Gregg Harper
Sept. 17 to celebrate the grand opening of the newest
building in the Thad Cochran Research, Technology and
Economic Development Park.
Funded by grants from the U.S. Department of Commerce’s
National Institute of Standards and Technology and the
Mississippi Development Authority, the 20,000-squarefoot building is home to a new business incubator, as well
as operations for II-VI Inc., according to Mississippi State
University Research and Technology Corporation Director
Marc McGee, who oversees the research park.
II-VI Inc. is a Pennsylvania-based firm with manufacturing
facilities, distributors and agents around the world. It is
recognized as a global leader in engineered materials and
optoelectronic components.
The 272-acre park is home to nine buildings and 1,500-
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While Hurricane Isaac approached landfall earlier this
fall, and warnings were issued for portions of the northern
Gulf Coast, Mississippi State University researchers were
preparing 12-hour models to forecast storm surge from Isaac
that targeted the coastal areas in its path.
This information was of significant assistance to decision
makers of disaster agencies and others who advise the public
of emergency preparedness plans for sheltering in place or
for potential evacuations.
The models were run by a team of scientists under
the direction of Pat Fitzpatrick, research professor of
meteorology and MSU hurricane expert. He is known for
his research publications that include the reference book
Hurricanes (2nd edition).
Fitzpatrick’s team is located at the MSU Science and
Technology Center at Stennis Space Center in Hancock
County.
The storm surge models are generated from the ADvanced
CIRCulation (ADCIRC) model, a hydrodynamic model
requiring a supercomputer to capture high-resolution
features. The track and winds are based on the official
National Hurricane Center forecasts.
To access the storm surge models, visit http://www.gri.
msstate.edu/research/severeweather.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION SHINES
SPOTLIGHT ON MSU-BASED RCU
Mississippi is setting an example in education, and it’s
one other states should imitate, according to a national
education reform organization.

Achieve Inc. recently cited Mississippi State University’s
Research and Curriculum Unit’s work with the state
Education Department as a partnership states should mimic
in training career and technical education teachers how to
incorporate English language arts and mathematics Common
Core State Standards into their curriculum.
Achieve, which helped develop the CCSS, recently released
its report, “Common Core State Standards & Career and
Technical Education: Bridging the Divide between College
and Career Readiness,” available at www.achieve.org.
The document cited the RCU as “exemplary” in its efforts
to modernize or develop instructional resources for teachers.
By setting the standard in connecting CTE with CCSS,
the RCU is making itself a part of a national initiative to
graduate more students from high school ready for college
and career, the report stated.
“In the long term, we should have more students leaving
high school knowing what they want to do,” said Julie Jordan,
RCU director. “Career and tech and academic classes are
beginning to connect them to what’s going to happen after
they graduate. Getting a good job: That’s the goal.”

FACULTY ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT
MSU LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
Eighteen Mississippi State faculty members are new
selections for the competitive 2012-2013 Buz M. Walker
Faculty Leadership Program.
Sponsored by the university’s Office of Research and
Economic Development, the program works to develop the next
generation of campus academic leaders, among other goals.
It honors the memory of the land-grant institution’s seventh
president (1925-30), an MSU alumnus.
“Mississippi State has a tradition of strong and effective
leadership on our campus and in the communities we serve,”
said David Shaw, vice president for research and economic
development. “The Faculty Leadership Program builds on
that foundation and helps outstanding faculty members further
develop the skills needed to lead the university forward in its
mission of teaching, research and service in the future.”

During the 10-month program set to begin in September,
participants will be part of various presentations
and roundtable discussions with top administrators.
Session topics include leadership styles, organizational
change, diversity, building winning research teams, and
organizational evaluation and assessment.

THIS YEAR’S PARTICIPANTS INCLUDE:
— Sherif Abdelwahed, associate professor of electrical and
computer engineering;
— Matthew Boggan, associate professor of educational
leadership, MSU-Meridian;
— Angi Bourgeois, associate professor of art;
— Cody Coyne, professor, College of Veterinary Medicine’s
basic sciences department;
— Dana Franz, associate professor of curriculum, instruction
and special education;
— Todd French, associate professor of chemical engineering;
— James Giesen, associate professor of history;
— Mark Horstemeyer, Giles Distinguished Professor of
Mechanical Engineering;
— Isaac Howard, associate professor of civil and
environmental engineering;
— Kimberly Kelly, assistant professor of sociology;
— Lelia Scott Kelly, extension professor at the North
Mississippi Research and Extension Center in Verona;
— Tom Lacy, professor of aerospace engineering;
— Andy Londo, extension and research professor at the
Forest and Wildlife Research Center;
— Karen McNeal, associate professor of geosciences;
— Oliver Myers, assistant professor of mechanical
engineering;
— Trisha Phillips, associate professor of philosophy and
religion;
— Colleen Sinclair, associate professor of psychology; and
— Henry Wan, professor, basic sciences department, College of
Veterinary Medicine.
For more on the program, visit www.research.msstate.edu/
rresources/flp.php or contact Ray Vaughn, associate vice president
for research, at vaughn@research.msstate.edu or 662-325-3570.
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NEW INTERNET2 CONNECTION
BOOSTING RESEARCH
When researchers and faculty members at Mississippi’s
research universities and institutions switched on their
computers the first week of July, they had a new direct
connection to the ultrafast Internet2 network via the new
Jackson Internet2 connector site.
With more than 8 terabytes per second of potential capacity
now flowing through Jackson, the Internet2 connection
gives Mississippi’s researchers the ability to share large sets
of data with collaborators across the country and around the
globe. University officials expect the enhanced connection to
boost research and economic development efforts statewide.
The switchover moves the high-speed connections used
to support research at Jackson State University, Mississippi
State University, University of Mississippi, UM Medical
Center and University of Southern Mississippi from Baton
Rouge, La., to Jackson. The start-up and transfer is a joint
project between the Mississippi Board of Trustees of State
Institutions of Higher Learning and Internet2.
David Shaw, vice president for research and economic
development at MSU, said the direct connectivity to the
new Internet2 point of presence in Jackson will allow for
enhanced collaboration with other research universities and
federal labs around the nation and the world.

Mississippi Technology Alliance offices in Ridgeland.
This program, called the Renewable Energy Venture
Development Academy, provided comprehensive training
on methodologies for screening, developing and/or coaching
innovation-based renewable energy ventures. The course
provided an overview of energy market drivers, as well
as the rigorous process of developing a technology-based
venture.
“Rafael Hernandez, holder of the Texas Olefins
Professorship in MSU’s Swalm School of Chemical
Engineering and SERC’s associate director, said that
Mississippi has an abundance of biomass resources.
“Research and development efforts at state universities
and the strong commitment of state officials to support the
renewable energy industry are expected to blossom into new
business, career opportunities, and economic growth,” he
explained.

CAVS EXTENSION WINS REGIONAL
AWARD FOR WORK WITH NISSAN
Clay Walden (l), director
of the MSU CAVS Extension
Office, accepts the 2012
Innovator

Award

from

Ted Abernathy, executive
director of the Southern

ENERGY CONFERENCE EXPLORES
PATHS TOWARD SUSTAINABILITY
The inaugural Southeast Biofuels and Renewable Energy
Conference in Jackson in early August offered education
and networking opportunities for suppliers, producers,
consumers, researchers and students.
Taking place Aug. 8 and 9 at the downtown Marriott
Hotel, the public event was co-sponsored by the Sustainable
Energy Research Center at Mississippi State University,
along with the Ridgeland-based Mississippi Biomass and
Renewable Energy Council.
A pre-conference workshop was held Aug. 7 at the
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Growth Policies Board.

Clay Walden (l), director of the MSU CAVS Extension
Office, accepts the 2012 Innovator Award from Ted
Abernathy, executive director of the Southern Growth
Policies Board.
Mississippi State’s Center for Advanced Vehicular
Systems Extension is a major honoree of the Southern
Growth Policies Board.
Based in Canton, the university’s CAVS Extension office
recently accepted a 2012 Innovator Award for its work with

Nissan at the nearby vehicle assembly plant. The recognition
specifically cited the “Enhancing On-the-Job Problem
Solving” training program.
The award “honors initiatives that are improving the
economy and quality of life in the South,” according to SGPB.
The training program is an example of MSU’s commitment
to service, said Clay Walden, CAVS Extension director and a
research professor at the land-grant institution.
“CAVS Extension and the university as a whole are
actively engaged in the lives of Mississippians,” he said.

CAVS EXTENSION WINS ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT HONOR

MSU’s Clay Walden and Robert Sheely (center left and right,
respectively) accept the Community Economic Development
Award from MEDC board president Tom Troxler (left) and MEDC
executive director Carol Hardwick. Troxler is executive director
of the Rankin First Economic Development Authority.

Mississippi State’s Center for Advanced Vehicular
Systems Extension is a major honoree of the Mississippi
Economic Development Council.
The university’s Canton-based office recently accepted
the Community Economic Development Award for its work
with Nissan at its auto assembly plant in central Mississippi.
The MEDC recognition specifically cited the “Enhancing
On-the-Job Problem Solving” training program.

“MEDC is proud to honor this outstanding community
and the people who have been involved in the planning and
implementation of this worthwhile project,” said council
executive director Carol Hardwick. “We applaud their
commitment to excellence in moving their communities
forward.”

MORE THAN $1 MILLION AWARDED
TO MSU IN RURAL JOB CREATION
GRANT
Mississippi State University will administer more than $1
million in federal grant monies as part of a national effort to
bolster job creation in rural areas.
The White House announced Mississippi State is receiving
the maximum award of $1,065,000 as part of the multiagency Rural Jobs and Innovation Accelerator Challenge.
Economic development partnerships and initiatives in
12 states are receiving awards from the U.S. Department
of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration,
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Delta Regional
Authority, and the Appalachian Regional Commission.
“The focus is to create jobs in rural areas of the country,
so there is a strong focus on support for entrepreneurs and
growing existing small businesses,” said Clayton Walden,
director of MSU’s Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems
Extension Office based in Canton and the university’s
principal leader for the grant. He noted that the project
especially will focus on increasing entrepreneurship with
minority and underrepresented groups.
Walden explained that MSU’s project will focus on 61
counties that define the combined Delta and Appalachian
regions of the Magnolia State. Along with the CAVS
Extension Office, the university-based Southern Rural
Development Center, the National Strategic Planning and
Analysis Research Center, the Franklin Furniture Institute,
the Office of Entrepreneurship and Technology Transfer,
as well as the Department of Agricultural Economics will
support the initiative. Mississippi Development Authority is
an additional partner.
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MSU CENTER LEADS DEVELOPMENT
OF NEW OKTIBBEHA COUNTY
WEBSITE

A new Oktibbeha County website designed by MSU’s National
Strategic Planning and Analysis Research Center will better
connect citizens with their county government, and also serve
as a “business card” for local economic development efforts.
Pictured (l-r) Domenico “Mimmo” Parisi, nSPARC director,
discusses the new site with Oktibbeha County Administrator Don
Posey and Oktibbeha County’s Board of Supervisors President
Marvell Howard.   

A new Oktibbeha County website developed by a
Mississippi State research center will better connect
citizens with their county government, and also serve as
a “business card” for local economic development efforts.
The university center’s director said the project “is the
beginning of a new way for Oktibbeha County to work.
“It connects citizens with their county government,
and gives them easy access to important information,”
added Domenico “Mimmo” Parisi, director of the National
Strategic Planning and Analysis Research Center. “We
believe the site will promote participatory democracy for
our community.”
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MSU TEAM EARNS FIRST PLACE
FINISH IN ECOCAR 2 COMPETITION

Mississippi State’s alternative vehicle design team returns
to the Magnolia State as champions after being named yearone winners of EcoCAR 2: Plugging into the Future.
The results were announced during a ceremony in Los
Angeles, Calif., following six days of judged competitions.
In addition to the overall first place finish, the team brings
home $13,000 in prize money and five individual category
awards: Best Facilities Inspection, Best Final Technical
Report, Best Project Initiation Approval Presentation, Best
Trade Show Evaluation, and Best Controls Presentation.
Team member Rachel Wheeler won the Women in
Engineering Award.
Mississippi State’s team earned 952 of a possible 1,000
competition points—32 points ahead of second place
finisher Ohio State University. The University of Waterloo
finished third with 859 points.
“I spoke to our team members in Los Angeles and
congratulated them on behalf of the entire Mississippi
State family,” MSU President Mark E. Keenum said. “This
national recognition speaks volumes about the capabilities
of our students and the quality of the instruction in our
Bagley College of Engineering.”

MSU TEAM XIPITER AMONG TOP
FINISHERS IN INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION

MSU’s Team Xipiter members include, kneeling, Jared Gates, Caledonia,
team lead; and standing, left to right, Jeffrey Morris, Gulfport; Melanie
Shumock, Suwanee, Ga.; Nick Jones, Gulfport; Randolph Follett,
assistant professor, electrical and computer engineering; Brett Fore,

MSU-ORGANIZED TECH PROGRAM
ENHANCES SKILLS OF REGIONAL
TEACHERS
Nearly 40 teachers from throughout north and east central
areas of the state are recent graduates of a Mississippi Stateled summer workshop titled “TIME: Technology Initiative
in Manufacturing and Engineering.”
A collaborative effort among the university and East
Mississippi and Itawamba community colleges, the recent
two-week program focused on the high-technology skills
today’s students need to compete in the global economy.
Training was provided under the guidance of MSU’s
Center for Science, Mathematics and Technology, with
funding by a National Science Foundation grant.
“TIME gives educators from across Mississippi
opportunities to work with industry representatives, learn
about integrating technology into their classrooms, and
enhance curricula with workplace skills that employers
expect today’s graduates to have,” said Teresa Gammill,
MSU assistant vice president for research.

Saucier; Anthony Favaloro, airframe lead, Collierville, Tenn.; Benjamin
Nesbit, Memphis, Tenn.; Alex Hoing, Randolph; Joseph Brown, Amory;
Austin Powell, Ocean Springs; William Delcambre, avionics lead,
McKinney, Texas; and Calvin Walker, senior flight test engineer for
MSU’s Raspet Flight Research Laboratory.

Mississippi State’s unmanned aerial systems team landed
in the top ten during recent international competition.
The university’s Team Xipiter finished 10th overall out of
26 student groups that were able to fly during the two-day
Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International’s
student challenge in Maryland. The 24-member team also
finished sixth in flight and 10th in the journal paper and
readiness review presentation.
This year’s participants were required to design and build
a UAS that could be piloted to an unattended ground station
and connect to an antenna to retrieve a data transmission.
The aircraft also would need to capture aerial images and
relay the files back to the ground station for team members to
identify specific targets.

MSU SELECTED TO LEAD NATIONAL
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH
Mississippi State is the lead institution for a $3.5
million federal grant to help fund a center of excellence for
transportation research.
The grant is funded by the U.S. Department of
Transportation’s University Transportation Center program,
which works to advance technology and expertise required to
meet national needs for the safe, efficient and environmentally
sound movement of people and goods.
The new National Center for Intermodal Transportation for
Economic Competitiveness will promote the development of
a national intermodal transportation network by integrating
all transportation modes for both freight and passenger
mobility.
Among 46 applications to start a Tier I University
Transportation Center, MSU’s proposal was one of only 10 funded.
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Emerging research, new techniques and high-performance
computing in engineering can lead to better-designed
manufacturing facilities and procedures, said event coorganizer Mark Horstemeyer, an MSU CAVS Endowed
Chair of Mechanical Engineering and chief technical officer
at CAVS.

FONASH DETAILS DHS’ CYBER
ECOSYSTEM APPROACH TO
COMPUTER AND NETWORK
SECURITY

Associate professor Burak Eksioglu met with Mississippi State
faculty recently to discuss the new National Center for Intermodal
Transportation for Economic Competitiveness, which is being
funded by a $3.5-million grant from the U.S. Department of
Transportation. The university is the lead institution for the project.

Burak Eksioglu, associate professor of industrial and
systems engineering, is principal investigator for the project.
He said the formation of a diverse, multi-disciplinary team at
the 134-year-old land-grant institution played a critical role
in winning the highly competitive grant.

MECHANICS, MATERIALS MEETING
AT MSU
Many of the nation’s leading researchers in computer
modeling and simulation were at Mississippi State in late
June.
The university’s James Worth Bagley College of
Engineering and Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems
hosted the third-biennial Symposium of Predictive Science
and Technology in Mechanics and Materials.
The three-day event, brought together representatives
of academia and industry with counterparts in the U.S.
departments of Defense and Energy.
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A senior official with the
federal agency charged with
ensuring the nation’s safety,
security and resilience against
terrorism visited Mississippi
State in April.
Peter
Fonash,
chief
technology officer for the
U.S. Department of Homeland
Security’s cybersecurity and
communications organization,
met with faculty and students
Peter Fonash
and toured several of the
university’s research laboratories.
During an April 17 program, the architect of the DHS’s
cyber ecosystem approach to computer and network
security also discussed the mission and operation of his
office.
“We were excited to have the opportunity to get an
in-depth discussion from a senior technical official with
Homeland Security on the current blueprint for a secure
cyber future and the plan for trustworthy cyberspace,” said
associate research vice president Ray Vaughn, MSU’s own
nationally recognized cybersecurity authority.
“This plan is directly relevant to our research activity
at MSU, particularly in the area of security for critical
infrastructures,” added the William L. Giles Distinguished
Professor of Computer Science and Engineering.

‘INVESTING IN INNOVATION’ AT
MISSISSIPPI STATE

MSU HOSTS TRANSPORTATION
SUMMIT

Innovation and its economic impact was in play for
Mississippi State University’s Investing In Innovation
conference in early 2012.
The land-grant institution’s Office of Entrepreneurship
and Technology Transfer hosted I3 Day at the Hunter
Henry Center beginning.
“I3 Day showcased Mississippi State’s partnerships
with the private sector, and provided opportunities for
participants to explore the resources and services we
provide to existing businesses, startup companies and
entrepreneurs,” OETT director Gerald Nelson said.
In a recent study, the National Research Council found
that the primary drivers of future economic growth and job
creation are going to come from advances in science and
engineering. Mississippi State and other flagship research
institutions already are contributing to the coming wave
of innovation-based economic expansion via education,
research and outreach.
I3 Day highlights included a tip-off luncheon, an
intellectual property showcase, tours of the Thad Cochran
Research, Technology and Economic Development Park,
a student “elevator pitch” competition, panel discussions,
breakout sessions and the Final Four Innovation Awards.
I3 Day activities concluded with a networking social hour.
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP, Butler Snow
O’Mara Stevens and Cannada PLLC, Harrelson &
Associates, Jimmy Sanders Inc., MSU Research and
Technology Corporation, and MFJ Enterprises Inc.
sponsored I3 Day, which was sponsored by the Office
of Research and Economic Development, Mississippi
Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station, Forest and
Wildlife Research Center, College of Veterinary Medicine,
and the Department of Management and Information
Systems in the College of Business.

Mississippi State’s chief research officer welcomed
federal, state and local officials, economic developers, and
industry representatives and executives to campus Feb. 21
for the 2012 Transportation and Economic Symposium:
Transportation for Mississippi’s Sustainable Economic
Growth.
David Shaw, vice president for research and economic
development at the land-grant institution, was joined by
Mississippi Development Authority executive director Jim
Barksdale and Starkville Mayor Parker Wiseman for the
opening session in Bost Extension Center.
“We had a very productive gathering that helped
participants identify opportunities for sustaining and growing
Mississippi’s transportation centers while preserving livable
communities and environmental quality,” said Northern
Gulf Institute co-director and MSU research professor Bill
McAnally, who coordinated the symposium.

CAVS STUDIES RADIATION EFFECTS
ON NUCLEAR REACTOR MATERIALS
Testing how steel reacts
under radioactive conditions
with
tens
of
thousands
of simulations may seem
ambitious, but that’s the goal
of research at Mississippi State
University.
The nuclear meltdown in
Fukushima, Japan, a year
ago-a crisis started by a
massive earthquake that set
Mark Tschopp
off a tsunami–helped show the
importance of learning more about the strength of materials
used in nuclear reactors. While Japan continues to deal with
the fallout of the nuclear reactor’s breakdown, the global
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scientific and research community for nuclear energy are
taking measures to prevent this scenario from happening again.
Mark Tschopp, an assistant research professor at Mississippi
State, has led efforts to create better predictive models for
materials used in extreme environments such as nuclear
reactors. The research is funded by the U.S. Department of
Energy.
Tschopp works in the computational manufacturing and
design group at the Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems, a
major unit of the university’s Bagley College of Engineering,
He said more advanced modeling and simulation methods
can lead to improved understanding about the strength of steel
and similar materials under many potential scenarios within a
nuclear reactor.

STUDENT RESEARCHERS HAVE NEW
ETHICS ADVICE OPTION
Students engaged in research at Mississippi State University
have access to a new tool that offers guidance in making
responsible decisions when it comes to issues surrounding the
responsible conduct of research (RCR).
A new policy recently approved by the university – Research
Ethics Consultation for Students Participating in UniversitySponsored Research – provides a resource for students to
confidentially discuss research issues of ethical concern, said
Katie Echols, the education and outreach coordinator for the
Mississippi Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research.
Echols and fellow MSU political science and public
administration graduate students – Dennis Farris Jr., Leigh-Ann
Sallis and Braxton Stowe – wrote the policy as their capstone
project under the direction of Marty Wiseman and Kesha Perry
from the Stennis Institute of Government and Community
Development.
Trisha Phillips, assistant professor in the university’s
Department of Philosophy and Religion, serves as the ethics
consultant for student researchers.
Students with a question or concern may send a confidential
e-mail directly to Phillips at ethicsconsult@research.msstate.edu.
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